
The FAANGs are taking a Halloween bite out of many investors' goody bags. FAANG stocks,
known as the market generals because they are the most widely held stocks, took a beating this
past week on earnings announcements. Included in the FAANG acronym are Facebook (now
Meta), Apple, Amazon, Netflix, and Google. Most investors also include Microsoft. The graph below
shows the FAANGs performance this past week and year to date. Apple is the only FAANG stock
beating the S&P 500 this year. But, it is doing so by a slim margin. Interestingly, the FAANGs,
including MSFT, have a market cap accounting for about 20% of the S&P 500, yet the S&P 500
outperforms the FAANGs by 10% on average for the year. Looking past Halloween toward year-
end and 2023, are we entering a market not led by the FAANGs? Might small caps or value stocks
finally take the reigns?

A vampire went to an exclusive Halloween party. It was for FAANG members only. It sucked.
Happy Halloween!

What To Watch Today

Economy
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9:45 a.m. ET: MNI Chicago PMI, October (47.0 expected, 45.7 prior month)
10:30 a.m. ET: Dallas Fed Manufacturing Activity, October (-18.5 expected, -17.2 prior
month)

Earnings

Market Trading Update

The market rallied above the 3800 level, retested it Thursday, and then rocketed higher on Friday,
breaking above the 50-dma and touching the 100-dma. Such confirms the bear market rally
remains intact.

Over the last several weeks, we have repeatedly made the case why this market rally was likely,
and all that we needed was some news flow to spark a buying panic. Of course, the rise in market
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chatter about a Fed? pause?, ?mini-pivot,? or ?step-down? in its hawkishness provided the
narrative to send shorts scurrying to cover.

For some context, the Dow is on pace for its best month since 1976. It is also close to its best
month since 1938. So far, the Dow is up four straight weeks (+14%) and is posting its
biggest 4-week gain since April 2020. Despite dismal FANG earnings, the Nasdaq is ?only?
up 5% on the month.

However, we are not out of the woods yet, with an earnings recession coming in the new year. In
Q1 we suspect we will see potential new lows in stocks as an economic recession becomes visible
so continue to use this rally to lighten up on exposure to equities into year-end.

The Week Ahead

With earnings for the FAANG stocks and many others out of the way, we can regain focus on the
economy and the Fed. The Fed meets on Wednesday for its FOMC meeting. It is widely expected
they will increase Fed Funds by .75%. However, more importantly to investors, will they hint at
stalling rates or acknowledge the financial problems that higher rates and the dollar are having on
foreign markets? For the first time in quite a few meetings, it's easier to make a case that the Fed
will be less hawkish than at the previous meeting.
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The state of the labor market is the predominant focus of this week's economic calendar. On that
front, the BLS is expected to report that the unemployment rate will be stable at 3.5% with 240k
new jobs added. On Tuesday, economists expect JOLTs to slightly increase job openings. If labor
market data comes as expected, the labor market will show no signs of weakening. The Fed is
hoping for some weakness to curtail high levels of inflation. Also of interest will be a few regional
manufacturing surveys and the national ISM manufacturing survey. The consensus ISM forecast is
50. A level below 50 portends negative economic growth. Like leading indicators, ISM may also be
forecasting a recession ahead.

Exxon Shines as FAANGs Falter

Exxon (XOM) blew the door off of earnings expectations. In the third quarter, they reported an EPS
of $4.68, almost a dollar above expectations. Revenue also well-exceeded expectations. Q3 net
income of nearly $20 billion marks the highest income in the company's 152-year history. Even
more impressive, it is on par with Apple's $20.7 billion for the same quarter. Not surprisingly,
Exxon's stock is trading at an all-time and up nearly 70% this year. Compare that to the
performance of the FAANGs in the lead graph.

Confidence in CEO Confidence

The graph below speaks volumes about the value, or lack thereof, of tracking CEO sentiment.
While many investors believe CEO's have unique insights into their companies and, therefore, the
economy, the graph below argues they may not. As the graph shows, CEO confidence regarding
the near-term economic outlook is always the poorest toward the end of recessions. Accordingly,
the weakest CEO confidence readings have marked market lows. Currently, CEO confidence is at
a 35-year low. The worst confidence reading since 1985 might just be a massive buy signal. Stay
tuned.
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Tweet of the Day
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Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.
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